
Tribe comfy for now, but seeks boost for October 

By Jordan Bastian MLB.com @MLBastian 

CLEVELAND -- The Indians are precisely where they hoped to be at baseball's annual intermission: sitting atop the American League Central 

and poised once again to make a push for a World Series title that has eluded the franchise since 1948. 

 
But the Tribe is not content with its current position. Cleveland's roster, while talented, is top heavy -- Jose Ramirez and Francisco Lindor have 

powered the lineup as arguably the best duo in baseball, while Trevor Bauer and Corey Kluber have led the rotation -- and there have been 

issues holding the Indians back. Cleveland hoped to have a better mark than 52-43 at this point. 

 

"I don't think you're ever happy with what your record is. You always want to be better," Indians manager Terry Francona said. "We seem to 

play better in the second half -- there's no guarantees there -- but I feel we will. We've had some bumps on the road, but we've endured. 

 

"We're set up right now where every game we play, they mean so much. And that's OK. ... I think the guys, they need a rest, we all do. But 

we're OK. We've got a lot ahead of us. Nobody knows what's going to happen. I think our better baseball is ahead of us." 

 
Current status: Buyer 

The Indians are on pace to capture their third straight division title and do so by a comfortable margin. That puts Cleveland in a position where it 

can gauge its needs based on an October run, not just for the stretch run of the regular season. 

 

What they are seeking 

The Indians are expecting to have relief ace Andrew Miller back from the disabled list in the near future, but the club is still in search of another 

impact arm to help bridge the gap to closer Cody Allen. Heading into the break, Cleveland's bullpen ranked 29th in the Majors in both ERA 

(5.28) and Fielding Independent Pitching (4.85). 

 

Cleveland could also a reinforcement (or two) for center or right field. Indians right fielders combined have hit .246 (.662 OPS) with a 79 wRC+. 
That includes Lonnie Chisenhall (.846 OPS and 132 wRC+ in 95 plate appearances), who is now out with a severe right calf injury. The Tribe's 

center fielders (.226 average, .574 OPS, 55 wRC+) have been worse. 

 

What they have to offer 

The Indians will likely need to be blown away in order to trade away any of their top three prospects (per MLB Pipeline): catcher Francisco 

Mejia, righty Triston McKenzie and righty Shane Bieber. Mejia might help the Tribe in the second half and Bieber is in Cleveland's rotation, 

which is thin on depth behind the MLB-proven cast. Any prospects ranked below those three are likely fair game in trade talks. 

In terms of the MLB roster, the Indians tried to find a taker for second baseman Jason Kipnis (owed $14.7 million in 2019 with a $16.5 club 

option for '20) over the offseason and might again gauge interest. If there was a team willing to take Kipnis' contract, it could help the Tribe 

pursue a player (especially a rental) with a higher price tag. Utility man Erik Gonzalez (a shortstop by trade) could also be used as trade bait. 
 

Possible scenario 

There's not always a fire underneath trade-rumor smoke, but there has been a lot of smoke surrounding the Indians and Orioles lately. 

Targeting a rental like Manny Machado doesn't really fit Cleveland's modus operandi, unless Baltimore is not asking for a blockbuster return. 

There are other O's players who better fit the mold of what the Tribe typically seeks. 

 

From Baltimore's bullpen, rental relievers Zach Britton and Brad Brach could help Cleveland. The Indians might be more inclined to pursue 

someone like righty Mychal Givens, who is entering his arbitration years this offseason. Outfielder Adam Jones could also work as a right-

handed complement for the Indians. If they could acquire Jones plus a reliever without surrendering Mejia, McKenzie or Bieber, it would make a 

lot of sense. 
 

Outfielder Adam Duvall of the Reds is also intriguing as a right-handed option for Cleveland's outfield, and he is under control beyond 2018. 

Cincinnati also boasts some controllable relievers who could help the Tribe. That might be another avenue for the Indians to pursue. 

 

All-Star Game ends too soon for Trevor Bauer, but he enjoyed it with his Cleveland Indians' teammates 

By Paul Hoynes, cleveland.com phoynes@cleveland.com 

WASHINGTON, D.C. - Trevor Bauer almost made it Tuesday night. He was warming in the bullpen in the ninth inning after the Cincinnati's 

Scooter Gennett's two-run homer tied the All-Star Game at Nationals Park. 

 

But on a night when the game's best pitchers couldn't keep the ball in the park, Houston's Alex Bregman and George Springer started the 10th 
inning with consecutive home runs and the Indians' Michael Brantley added a sacrifice fly to give the American League an 8-6 victory in a game 

featuring an All Star-record 10 homers. 

 

Bauer started Sunday against the Yankees and was going to pitch in the All-Star Game only if it went to extra innings. But when the AL took the 

lead in the 10th, manager A.J. Hinch went with Toronto left-hander J.A. Happ for the save. Happ allowed a leadoff homer to Joey Votto, but 

managed to secure the first save in his career to give the AL a 43-42-2 series lead. 

 

Since he didn't pitch, Bauer will open the second half for the Indians on Friday night against the Rangers at Globe Life Park in Arlington, Texas. 

 

"I'm not sure how close I came to getting in," said Bauer. "At one point it was possibly me or possibly Happ. I was warming up, but I was also 
throwing a bullpen. 

 

 



"I'm going to spend (Wednesday) in D.C. with my family so I wanted to get my bullpen in (Tuesday). From what I understand I'll start Friday 

since I didn't pitch tonight so I wanted to get my work in." 

 

Bauer was Tweeting during the game and enjoyed every minute of his first All-Star experience. 

"I guess when you look at the pitchers who were out there you would be surprised that so many home runs were hit," said Bauer, "but it usually 
goes one of two ways. Either pitchers are completely dominant or the hitters start clicking and get them pretty good. 

 

"It was cool to see. It was power baseball. I think we were in the fifth inning before there was a fastball thrown below 95 mph. A lot of really 

good breaking stuff from some nasty guys. Chris Sale goes out there and is throwing 101 mph in the first inning." 

 

Bauer said he wasn't disappointed about not pitching and is looking forward to 2019 when the Indians host the All-Star Game. 

 

"I hope I get to participate next year, but you never know how things will play out," said Bauer. "It will be good for the city, good for the fans. I 

hope we can win the World Series this year and have the All-Star Game next year and have a big celebration. That would be pretty cool." 

It was hot and humid before the game. Then a thunderstorm hit. During the game, the wind kicked up so it's unclear if that aided the record-
setting number of homers. Then again it probably had a lot to do with the All-Stars who hit them - Aaron Judge, Mike Trout, All-Star MVP 

Bregman, Springer and Jean Segura from the American League and Gennett, Votto, Christian Yelich, Wilson Contreras and Trevor Story from 

the National League. 

 

Brantley, who considers himself and old school hitter, did not get into the home run parade. He singled in the seventh and added a sacrifice fly 

in the 10th. In three All-Star Games, Brantley has two hits and a sacrifice fly. 

 

 "This was my first RBI in an All-Star Game and I've got a couple of hits already," said Brantley, who played the last five innings in left field, "so 

it was nice to check that box. It was great to play in front of these fans. They were electric. I was blessed to be here." 

 
The 10 homers surprised Brantley. 

 

"We always think about how good the pitching is," said Brantley, "but we put together some quality at-bats and so did they. It was fun. I know 

the fans enjoyed it. They go a lot of free souvenirs so everybody is happy." 

Brantley, like Bauer, enjoyed the All-Star festivities. 

 

"When I sit back and think about all the hard work it took to get back to this level," said Brantley, "I want to thank my teammates for helping me 

get here and all the players who voted for me. That's why I embraced it." 

 

The Indians sent six players to the All-Star Game. Jose Ramirez started at third base and Brantley, shortstop Francisco Lindor and catcher Yan 
Gomes entered in the sixth inning. Corey Kluber did not pitch because of a sore right knee. 

Gomes, a late All-Star replacement for injured Wilson Ramos, caught the final five innings. Gomes, in his first All-Star Game, was taking no 

chances. The first pitcher he caught was Oakland's hard-throwing closer Blake Treinen, so he went out to the bullpen and caught his warm-up 

session. 

 

"You got a guy like Treinen who is throwing 98 to 100 with that much sink, I didn't want to go in cold not knowing what he's throwing," said 

Gomes. "That probably made me relax a little bit." 

 

So did the running in from the bullpen after catching Treinen. "I give our bullpen guys credit. That's a long run," said Gomes. "It's tiring. But I 

think it helped me relax." 
Gomes, following an inning by Treinen, caught Houston's Charlie Morton, Seattle's Edwin Diaz and Happ. Gomes and Happ were teammates in 

Toronto. 

 

When Gomes was told that 10 home runs were hit in the game, he smiled and said, "Is that what it was? What game calling by us (catchers). 

Dude, superstars are playing here. I was joking around with the umpire and told him, 'Man, I'm not doing much catching here. Everybody is just 

swinging.' 

 

"These guys are just a bunch of good hitters. The hitters prevailed this time. We've seen a lot of All-Star Games where the pitchers get the best 

of everybody." 

 
People complain that baseball is becoming an all or nothing sport. Not only were there 10 home runs in the All-Star Game, but the pitchers 

combined for 25 strikeouts. 

 

Still, baseball is baseball. There are moments that make it unique. 

 

In the eighth inning, with the score tied, 2-2, Segura hit a foul pop that drifted near the National League's dugout. Votto came over from first 

base, put a glove on the ball, but couldn't hold it as he reached over the dugout railing. 

 

On the next pitch, Segura hit a three-run homer to give the AL a 5-2 lead. In the bottom of the ninth, with the NL down, 5-3, Gennett hit a two-

run homer to tie the score and send it into extra innings. 
 

 



From rookie ball to the All-Star Game, players are told to pick up their teammates when they make a mistake. Gennett did just that for his 

Cincinnati teammate Votto. That part of the game will never change no matter how strikeouts are registered or home runs are hit. 

 

Progressive Field tour gives behind-the-scenes vantage for fans 

By Marc Bona, cleveland.commbona@cleveland.com 
CLEVELAND, Ohio - You say you're a fan, you follow the Indians, you go to the ballpark. 

 

But how well do you really know Progressive Field? 

 

Ushers know seat assignments. Tour guides? They know the stadium, from its history to its nuances, the many nooks and facts lurking at 

Carnegie and Ontario in downtown Cleveland. 

 

The steel light towers that rise from the scoreboard and behind the rooftop were designed to look like smokestacks to reflect the city's steel 

industry. 

 
Each light pole is positioned to prevent players from losing the ball in a sea of brightness, which can happen when a more utilitarian bank of 

lights is used. Each post can be targeted to a different spot rather than having uniformed rows of lights shining down on players. 

 

"Some say it resembles giant toothbrushes," tour guide John DeSimone said. 

 

If you stand in the corridor near the Great Lakes Brewing Co. beer garden and look up, the roof's visible arched part is reminiscent of Veterans 

Memorial Bridge. Stone work used in the stadium, which was built in the early 1990s and opened in 1994, resembles sandstone, marble and 

limestone used in some of the architecture throughout the city. 

The white, pinwheel-like girders you see in the corridors also reflect the city's steel history, DeSimone said. And every time you look up to see a 

blast hit to left center you're seeing more than part of the city's landscape; you're seeing a building known to many on a fictional front: The 
AT&T skyscraper, behind the scoreboard, is the building that the Daily Planet is modeled after in Superman comics. (The man of steel, of 

course, traces his creative roots to Cleveland in the 1930s.) 

 

The tour will wind upstairs into the press box (which has never had a cracked window from a foul ball, we learn), back to the depths of the lower 

level and into the dugouts. 

 

The fourth-floor hallway that runs by the press box, suites and Infiniti Club resembles an art museum, with colorful lithographs of ballparks. 

Andy Jurinko's 1993 lithograph of Cleveland Municipal Stadium harkens a different era, one that DeSimone tries to get across to a group of 

youngsters on a recent tour. 

 
"You know how I can tell what year it is?" he asks the group. "Men are wearing hats. They did, in the 1930s and '40s." 

 

Nearby, the visiting team's radio announcers set up shop in the Ernie Harwell Visiting Radio Booth, honoring the Detroit Tigers longtime 

announcer. 

DeSimone is a walking encyclopedia or, for the modern-day equivalent, a human Google search. The former teacher in Rocky River explains 

the stadium's personality to fans who take one of the multiple tours throughout the week. He has worked for decades in various capacities in 

Cleveland's stadiums. 

 

The stadium itself doesn't just have homages to the city but to other ballparks. Its expanse of bleachers resemble those in Chicago's Wrigley 

Field. The left-center-field wall is 19 feet tall - considered a baby monster, since Boston's famed Green Monster is twice as high. 
 

Above the bleachers is what was the biggest scoreboard in the league, though the superlative changes on a regular basis. An interesting 

modern-day evolution: It contains zero permanent ads. 

 

On the field, grass actually grows on a bed of sand. Its unique geologic layering: Grass, sand, drainage rock, more sand, more drainage rock. 

 

Grass is cut every day the Indians are in town, every other day when they are on the road. Fifty-nine computer-operated sprinkler heads are 

scattered throughout the grass. 

 

Much of the track lining the field is made from recycled tires with drainage underneath. And the infield isn't dirt. It's a mixture of sand, clay and 
Turface, a mixture designed to absorb moisture. 

 

 

The Terrace Club and its jagged window design that overlooks the field past third base is the second largest restaurant in Cleveland, DeSimone 

said. 

 

DeSimone winds the tour into the visiting team's clubhouse and its stables of empty lockers. Black swivel chairs that would look appropriate in 

an office are positioned in front of each locker. Ahead of each trip, teams give the Indians a roster of which players will use which lockers. 

Teams fly into Burke Lakefront Airport. Luggage is bused to the hotel, gear is shipped to the ballpark. Each player's bag is delivered to his 

requested locker, with Indians staffers acting as valet, hanging up each and every item. 
 

Why is there a Nintendo there? a youngster asks. 

 



"This," DeSimone says, surveying the roughly 30-foot by 40-foot room, "is home away from home for these guys." So players will unwind on the 

Nintendo console in the middle of the room and go through "a zillion towels," he said. 

 

Lockers once were used exclusively for players, but nowadays, DeSimone said, several will be used for trainers, nutritionists, videographers 

and others. Some players are superstitious, with Maglio Ordonez always wanting to sit under one of the wall clocks and Jim Thome always 
wanting a corner locker. 

Visiting clubhouse manager Willie Jenks will order food based on team preferences. They have a hankering for Chinese? No problem. He 

makes the call. 

 

DeSimone remembers when Cal Ripken Jr. and Brady Anderson would stay after games, talking baseball all night, delaying his laundry duties. 

 

" 'Guys,' DeSimone remembers telling them, 'you can sit here talking baseball all night, but we need your clothes!' " 

 

In the lower-level corridor, not far from the batting cages, storage areas and grounds-crew facilities, photos with inspirational quotes line the 

walls, visible to players heading to the clubhouses. One old photo shows Tito Francona Sr. and his son, a young Terry. 
 

"To say he has Cleveland Indians in his blood is an understatement," says Bill, another tour guide assisting DeSimone. 

 

Tours wind their way down and to the dugout suites, those field-level areas allowing a grounds-eye view for some fans. 

 

Those 10 dugout suites are known as the "million-dollar suites," DeSimone said. That's because when the stadium was being built, the Indians 

extended a contract to 10 companies who each agreed to commit to buy a suite for 10 years for $100,000. The $1 million that the suite 

contracts brought in gave the team capital for construction and materials, he said. The Los Angeles Angels are the only other Major League 

team with dugout suites. 

The Indians' dugout has a fishing chair for Francona, a 16-hole bat rack, three phones (one each to the bullpen, press box and video replay) 
and a pair of monitors for both bullpens. 

 

Players can stay warm in the dugouts with heaters hung for those still-frigid April days or late-season chilly night games. A walkway winds its 

way back to batting cages. 

 

"Our DH doesn't have to sit there; he can come down, he can take swings, and practice," DeSimone said. 

 

Three years ago, the Indians installed cages for the visiting team, too. 

 

The cages are equipped with pitching machines, fielding nets and tees, with all dimensions standard to Major League distances. A pair of large 
tractor-sized tires are there for "high-intensity training," he said. 

 

And that's what the tour brings - vantages of what you often don't see in the stadium at Carnegie Avenue and Ontario Street in Cleveland. 

 

About the tour 

 

This season's behind-the-scenes tours of Progressive Field run through Saturday, Sept. 1. Cost is $12. Multiple start times are offered. They 

begin and end at the team shop. 

 

Krieger's triple, 3 RBI key Akron RubberDucks comeback 

By Cliff Pinckard, cleveland.comcpinckard@cleveland.com 

HARRISBURG, Pennsylvania -- The RubberDucks scored four times in the sixth inning to erase a 5-1 deficit, then Tyler Krieger gave Akron the 

lead with an RBI triple in the eighth in a 7-5 win Wednesday. 

 

Akron found itself in a 5-1 hole entering the sixth as the Senators scored three times in the fourth and twice in the fifth off RubberDucks right-

handed starter Aaron Civale. 

Mark Mathias started the sixth a single to left field off Harrisburg starter Bryan Harper. With one out, Ka'ai Tom singled, then Logan Ice followed 

with another singled to bring in a run. 

 

Jaron Long replaced Harper and Andrew Calica drew a walk to load the bases. Krieger then doubled to bring in two runs and make it 5-4. 
 

With two outs, Bobby Bradley tied the game with a bloop single. 

 

The RubberDucks took the lead in the eighth, with the runs coming with two outs. Calica singled, then Krieger brought him in with a triple to 

center field. Krieger scored on a wild pitch by Senators reliever Austen Williams. 

 

It was a big game for both Krieger and Bradley. Krieger was 3-for-5 with three RBI, while Bradley was 3-for-5 with two RBI, including a league-

leading 19th homer. Mathias also was 3-for-5. 

 

RubberDucks reliever Cole Sulser (2-0) got the win, striking out five in 1 2/3 innings. 
 

  



Clippers 2, IronPigs 1: Strong pitching helps Clippers keep pace in IL West 

By Mark Znidar  

The Columbus Dispatch The Clippers turned in the type of performance on Wednesday night that a manager gladly would take every night as 

long as he had enough antacids to put out the burning sensation in his stomach. 

 
Dynamic pitching made a two-run homer by Eric Stamets on a full count with two out in the second inning hold up in the Clippers’ tense 2-1 

victory over the International League North-leading Lehigh Valley IronPigs before 9,502 at Huntington Park. 

 

The victory helped the Clippers (50-45) avoid a three-game series sweep and kept them two games behind first-place Toledo in the West 

Division. 

 

Stamets had a 12-pitch at-bat and fouled off four pitches before lining a home run to left to drive in Mike Papi, who singled with two out. 

 

“Those at-bats the first couple of innings are really hard with the shadows because it’s hard to see,” Stamets said. “He got me in a swing mode 

because he kept throwing me strikes. I got a good pitch at the end and good things happened. I hit it pretty good.” 
 

The real story of the night was the work of four pitchers. Starter Stephen Fife (4-5) gave up three hits and one run and struck out five in five 

innings, Jon Edwards struck out six of the seven batters he faced in the sixth and seventh innings and Josh Martin and George Kontos worked 

hitless innings. 

 

It was just the second start for Fife since coming off the disabled list July 5. He was out five weeks with an elbow injury. 

 

The only run he allowed came in the third. Adron Chambers tripled on a ball that Papi, the right fielder, had in his glove until the ground jarred it 

loose. Chambers scored on a groundout. 

 
“That’s a good lineup over there and you just have to attack,” Fife said. “That has been my goal since coming off the DL — finish aggressively. 

My fastball wasn’t fantastic, but they took some early and I was able to get ahead. My slider worked. My only goal is to give the team a chance 

to win. Winning is the thing — the only thing.” 

 

Edwards, 30, is back after pitching in just one game in 2016 and missing all of last season because of a shoulder injury. He has pitched in 31 

big-league games with Texas and San Diego. 

 

IronPigs shortstop Ryan Goins led off the sixth with a double, but Edwards struck out the side. He did the same thing in the seventh. 

 

“I just tried to be aggressive one pitch at a time,” Edwards said. “I don’t think about the previous pitch. I executed the pitch at hand. I let the 
chips fall where they fall and that worked out in my favor. (Catcher Eric) Haase did a really good job of calling pitches. He knew what would 

work and I trusted him. The bullpen was really good. We have a lot of guys throwing the ball well.” 

 

The good, the bad, the ugly and the bizarre from the Indians’ first half 

Zack Meisel Jul 18, 2018  3   

It was a strange first half for the Indians. They boast the No. 1- and No. 4-ranked position players, in terms of fWAR. They boast the No. 1-, No. 

11- and No. 12-ranked pitchers, in terms of fWAR. And yet, the club’s 7.5-game lead in the AL Central — the largest advantage of any division 

leader — seems … underwhelming. 

 

That’s a result of some uninspiring play, some odd sequences of events, some wretched performances and the sorriest division in the sport. 
And it signals that the Indians’ first half has been defined by plenty of good. And bad. And ugly. And downright bizarre. 

 

Let’s trek down memory lane and revisit the storylines from the first half. 

 

THE GOOD 

Dynamic duo 

 

No two teammates have produced more fWAR (or more fun) than José Ramírez and Francisco Lindor, the Indians’ All-Star left side of the 

infield. Few players appear to enjoy playing the sport as much as these two, and they’re a significant reason the Indians believe their contention 

window extends beyond 2018. Lindor arrived in the big leagues three years ago as a glove-first shortstop, with some ability to slap line drives 
around the diamond. Ramírez couldn’t stick in the majors until 2016, when he replaced an injured Michael Brantley in left field. Now, both guys 

hit for power, hit for average, drive in runs, steal bases, wield reliable gloves and fuel the Indians’ lineup with boundless energy. Ramírez is tied 

for the league lead in homers; Lindor has scored six more runs than any other player. 

 

Hey now, you’re an All-Star 

 

The Indians had six players in Washington, D.C., this week for the Midsummer Classic, their largest All-Star contingent since 1999. The 

franchise record is seven. 

 

Bauer surge 
 



No pitcher in baseball has racked up more fWAR than Trevor Bauer (5.1). He ranks third in the majors in ERA, second in FIP, second in 

innings, sixth in K/9 and first in HR/9. He has joined Corey Kluber in the “pretty confident he’s going to go at least seven innings and give the 

Indians a good chance to win today” club. His emergence is the well-documented result of a sharpened slider and an improved changeup. 

 

Party like it’s 2014 
 

The Indians have finally received some offensive production from the catcher position. Roberto Pérez’s numbers belong in the “The Ugly” 

section of this piece, but Yan Gomes has produced his best hitting statistics since he won a Silver Slugger award four years ago. 

 

Gomes’ slash line, by year 

2014: .278/.313/.472 

2015: .231/.267/.391 

2016: .167/.201/.327 

2017: .232/.309/.399 

2018: .247/.306/.437 
 

Bienvenidos a Puerto Rico 

 

The club’s trip to San Juan was an eye-opening experience. Lindor’s visit to his elementary school will stick with every student who squealed 

the moment the All-Star shortstop walked through the entrance. His home run in the first game provided a perfect moment for an area that 

needed one. The fans who packed Hiram Bithorn Stadium, and who pounded and shook tambourines during lulls in the action, certainly 

enjoyed the two-game series the Indians and Twins played on the island. 

THE BAD 

Is very bad to shatter Jobu 

 
Jason Kipnis reached a breaking point earlier this season as he endured a lengthy slump. In fact, it was a literal breaking point, as he smashed 

his Jobu figurine into pieces. Kipnis and Mike Napoli created a Jobu shrine in the vacant locker between them during the 2016 campaign. They 

equipped it with a few miniature bottles of Bacardi rum. Kipnis has maintained the space ever since, but his frustration boiled over when his bat 

wouldn’t cooperate. He has performed better over the last seven weeks (.869 OPS), but his slash line still sits at .222/.312/.360. 

 

Who has two calves that don’t function well? This guy. 

 

The Indians have featured the sport’s best and worst calves in recent years. Mike Aviles’ calves were the size of bricks. Lonnie Chisenhall’s 

calves have cost him the better portion of two seasons. Last year, his right calf sidelined him for much of the second half. This year, his left calf 

has limited his availability. 
 

Shouldering the load 

 

Danny Salazar first started to feel shoulder discomfort in January. Six months later, he underwent season-ending surgery. The Indians will pay 

Salazar $5 million this year to throw zero pitches for them. 

 

The price of being a power hitter 

 

Ramírez’s helmet has remained atop his head more often this season, a trend that has inversely correlated with his power. 

 
2016: 11 homers, 57 helmets lost 

2017: 29 homers, 38 helmets lost 

2018: 29 homers, 12 helmets lost (at the All-Star break) 

 

Ramírez did lose his helmet four times last week. And he was named American League Player of the Week. Coincidence? Doubtful. 

 

Strangers in the outfield 

 

Michael Brantley, of all people, has served as the lone source of stability in the outfield. The rest of the unit is a collection of castoffs, part-

timers and unproven players in Chisenhall, Rajai Davis, Greg Allen, Bradley Zimmer, Brandon Guyer, Tyler Naquin and Melky Cabrera. Take a 
look at the Indians’ ranks among all 30 MLB teams: 

 

On-base percentage 

CF: 30th (.274) 

RF: 22nd (.307) 

 

Slugging percentage 

CF: 29th (.300) 

RF: 27th (.355) 

THE UGLY 
The Bullpen From Hell 

 



Technically, the Indians have cycled through 20 relievers this season. We can cut Carlos Carrasco from the list, since his appearance last 

Sunday was more a result of the schedule than the unit’s incompetence. There’s been plenty of the latter, though. When toasting to the first half 

of the season, don’t forget to pour one out for George Kontos, Oliver Drake, Alexi Ogando, Matt Belisle, Ben Taylor and Jeff Beliveau, just a 

handful of the warm bodies the Indians have called upon to rescue their beleaguered bullpen. 

 
We thought the group reached rock bottom at Yankee Stadium in early May, when Ogando was tasked with preserving a tie in the final innings. 

He faltered and he vanished into the abyss of forgotten Tribe relievers. (OK, so he’s been pitching in relief for Class AAA Columbus.) And then 

last week, Cody Allen and a guy nicknamed O.T. coughed up a four-run advantage in the ninth inning against the Reds. 

 

The Indians rank next to last in the majors in bullpen ERA, at 5.28. Last season, the unit ranked first, with a 2.89 ERA. Andrew Miller’s injury 

hasn’t helped, though he logged a strong rehab appearance for Columbus on Tuesday. How desperate has the club been for fresh arms in the 

bullpen? In between games of a doubleheader in early May, the team summoned Evan Marshall from Class AAA, which required the right-

hander to hop in an Uber and trek north on I-71, a $333 ride. 

 

Allen did set the franchise records for saves, when he tallied No. 140 in Kansas City on July 4. The Royals, the gracious folk that they are, set 
off fireworks solely to recognize Allen’s achievement and definitely not to entertain the fans on the holiday after the game. 

 

Little Cowboy 

Opposing hitters have amassed a Ramírez-esque .300/.338/.657 slash line against Josh Tomlin this season. His ERA stands at 6.98 and his 

FIP at 8.29. He has served up 21 homers in 49 innings, a Bryce-Harper-in-the-final-minute-of-the-final-round-of-the-Home-Run-Derby type of 

rate. 

 

That’s gotta hurt 

Napoli joined the Indians in spring training, a good deed by the club. When no team requested his services, Napoli stuck with the Indians’ Class 

AAA affiliate. Then, in mid-April, he suffered a gruesome knee injury while pursuing a pop-up in foul territory. Napoli’s season is over, but he’s 
preparing as though he’ll have another opportunity next spring. If that doesn’t pan out, he’d love to coach in the Indians’ organization. 

 

Where everyone’s a cellar dweller 

Look, we knew the AL Central would be an embarrassment, with three of its five teams in the not-interested-in-winning stage of the rebuilding 

cycle. But this is the giving-a-presentation-in-front-of-the-class-while-in-your-underwear sort of humiliation. The Royals sit at 27-68, which 

should be illegal. The White Sox, at 33-62, might be the worst non-last-place team in recent memory. The Tigers (41-57) have lost 20 of their 

past 25 games. The second-place Twins needed a 9-2 surge to reach the break with a 44-50 mark. 

 

THE BIZARRE 

O.T., O.P.; tomato, tomahto 
 

A few years ago, Cody Allen played the role of extinguisher in the Indians’ bullpen. Francona would summon him to clean up any late-inning 

mess. So, I suggested to him the nickname, “The Maid.” 

 

“That’s stupid,” he shot back. “Did Tito come up with that?” 

 

“Ummm, yes. Yes, he did,” I lied. 

 

Nicknames have long been a baseball custom. These guys spend every waking moment of eight months in the same clubhouse, the same 

dugout, the same plane and hotel. Many of the nicknames in the Indians’ lexicon stem from initials or feature an “ee” sound at the end of the 
name. There’s J.T. and T.B. and Frankie and Josey. Other players’ names are simply shortened: Kip, Raj, Brant. 

 

So, it’s common for Francona or other coaches to refer to players by their nicknames in casual conversation. When Francona called for Oliver 

Pérez to start warming in the ninth inning earlier this month against the Reds, he used the nickname, “O.P.” Carl Willis, of course, heard “O.T.” 

and didn’t question why Francona would want a righty to warm for Joey Votto and Scooter Gennett, a pair of left-handed hitters. 

 

When Francona exited the dugout to make the pitching change, he signaled for a lefty reliever. In came a righty reliever. Away went the Indians’ 

lead, as the nickname snafu helped turn a 4-0 advantage into a 7-4 defeat. 

 

The debacle checked in at No. 2 on SportsCenter’s “Not Top 10” list, only topped by a guy at a White Sox game who didn’t realize he had 
mustard on his face. 

 

Congrats, and good luck 

 

You’re about to step into a critical job interview when your phone buzzes. You take a peek and read a text from your wife, who reveals she’s 

pregnant. 

 

“All right, Jim, they’re ready for you,” an office assistant says, before chauffeuring you to the daunting conference room. 

 

OK, so that’s a dramatic comparison to what happened to Gomes last weekend, as he learned about his first All-Star nod while walking to the 
plate to battle Aroldis Chapman in the bottom of the ninth of a one-run game. (Those of us in the press box devoted far too much time to finding 

an apt comparison.) But Gomes even admitted it was weird. In fact, he used the word “weird” three times in a four-sentence span in his first 

answer after the game. Why the Indians wouldn’t just wait until after the game to relay the news is mystifying. 



“It was kind of hard to get back in the box,” he said. 

 

Clubhouse concert 

One quiet Saturday morning in April, a mariachi band entered the clubhouse and serenaded Yonder Alonso with a rendition of “Happy 

Birthday.” They stuck around to play a few more tunes, and Alonso danced in the center of the clubhouse as his teammates laughed and 
captured video. 

 

SpinGate 

Bauer lives in Houston. He spends time at the nearby Texas Baseball Ranch. He’s friends with Astros third baseman Alex Bregman, and he 

has a history with their pitching coach, Brent Strom. That said, Bauer isn’t the most adored opponent at Minute Maid Park. In May, he hinted at 

Astros pitchers using sticky substances as a means of boosting their spin rates, a manner of making pitches more effective. Bauer ultimately 

clarified that he believes all pitchers should be able to use some substance to enhance their grips on the ball, and that the rule prohibiting such 

a tactic creates an unfair playing field, since some pitchers opt to ignore the mandate anyway. 

 

Bauer and former college teammate Gerrit Cole — there’s plenty of history there, too — squared off on a late-May Sunday afternoon at 
Progressive Field. Bauer delivered a strong outing, but a pitcher’s duel morphed into a marathon slugfest once the bullpens intervened. The 

Astros scored six times in the eighth and the Indians responded with a five-spot in the ninth. Greg Allen ended things with a walk-off homer in 

the 14th. 

 

No retaliation 

 

Brandon Guyer has twice led the league in hit-by-pitches. He has been plunked 21 times in 412 plate appearances with the Indians in the past 

three seasons. And yet, when he took the mound in mid-June for a ninth-inning appearance during a lopsided loss, Guyer did not seek 

vengeance. Instead, he set down the Twins in order with an array of fastballs — even though the game feed identified his tosses as curveballs 

ranging from 77-79 mph. 
 

 

Indians’ Jose Ramirez putting together MVP-caliber season 

 

By Ryan Lewis 

 

If anyone is looking for a player whose banner would be worthy of filling the void on the now LeBron James-less Sherwin-Williams building in 

downtown Cleveland, the Indians’ Jose Ramirez has made the best case thus far. 

He’s also made a case to be the American League’s Most Valuable Player, all rolled into a 5-foot-9, joking, strutting, switch-hitting frame. 

Ramirez on Tuesday night started at third base for the American League in the All-Star Game for the second consecutive year. And, entering 
the All-Star break, he’s enjoyed an offensive explosion well above his already lofty standards. 

Through 95 games, Ramirez is hitting .302 with a 1.029 OPS, 29 home runs, 26 doubles, 70 RBI, 68 runs scored and 20 stolen bases, making 

him a box score monster. He’s tied with the Boston Red Sox’s J.D. Martinez in the major-league home run race and leads all players with 57 

extra-base hits. 

In addition, Ramirez is in a virtual three-way tie atop the FanGraphs WAR leaderboard, along with the Los Angeles Angels’ Mike Trout and the 

Red Sox’s Mookie Betts, all with a 6.5 fWAR. 

“The guy is unbelievable,” Carlos Carrasco said of Ramirez. “He’s one of the guys we talk to in the dugout. It’s, ‘I’m just going to hit a homer. I’m 

just going to hit a homer. I’m just going to hit a double,’ and whatever he says, he does.” 

Ramirez is having a historic season in several different respects. Although he has had a few extra games to do all of this compared to most 

seasons, he is just the fifth player in baseball history with at least 25 home runs and 20 stolen bases before the All-Star break, joining Bobby 
Bonds (1973), Eric Davis (1987), Alex Rodriguez (1998) and Alfonso Soriano (2006). 

Ramirez is also only the second Indians player to record a 20/20 first “half,” along with Grady Sizemore in 2008. 

And it keeps going. Ramirez has joined Mickey Mantle (1956, 1961) and Lance Berkman (2002) as the only switch hitters in history to reach 29 

home runs before the All-Star break. He’s also on pace to add his name next to Larry Walker and Jeff Bagwell (both in 1997) as the only 

players to ever total 40 home runs, 40 doubles and 30 stolen bases in a single season. 

“I know I’m not supposed to run out of things to say because I’m not supposed to because I love bragging about the guys, but it’s hard,” Indians 

manager Terry Francona said on Sunday. “… He’s a great player. He’s a great teammate. And he cares about winning, almost desperately. 

That’s a pretty good combination to be all balled up into a 5-foot-9 third baseman.” 

To put Ramirez’s season into perspective, Indians shortstop Francisco Lindor has been the fourth-most valuable player in the game this season 

with a 5.4 fWAR. Among the 30 MLB teams, only three players have been better — and one of them happens to play about 45 feet away from 
him in the same infield. 

Lindor has had an MVP-caliber season in his own right, hitting .291 with a .929 OPS, 25 home runs, 30 doubles, 62 RBI, a league-leading 85 

runs scored and 13 stolen bases. Together, he and Ramirez are on pace to become only the second set of teammates in baseball history to 

each collect 90 extra-base hits. 

The only other two to accomplish that feat? Babe Ruth and Lou Gehrig for the 1927 New York Yankees. 

“Obviously the level of players they are speaks for themselves, but it’s cool to watch them — I don’t want to say compete against each other — 

but I think that they drive each other, which is cool,” Indians ace Corey Kluber said. 

“It’s funny. I feel like if Frankie goes out there and hits a double, Jose is going to go out there and hit a homer and vice versa. 

“I think they kind of feed off each other, which is good for us.” 
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Can’t wait for the curtain to go up on the second half of the major-league season? Here’s what to look for 

By Cliff Corcoran 26m ago  2   



The All-Star break isn’t the mathematical halfway point of Major League Baseball’s regular season; that came in late June. 

 

It is more accurately an intermission, a pause in the action that gives literal suspense to the drama while the performers regroup. The story on 

the field has taken shape. The stakes have been established, the conflicts set in motion. Each fan base has cast its own heroes and villains. 

Much like the dramatic pause between pitches in a crucial, late-inning at-bat, the All-Star break gives us just enough time to wonder what will 
happen next. 

 

With that in mind, here are the things that have us buzzing in the bathroom line and anxious for play to resume so that the season can deliver 

its dénouement. 

 

Trades! Trades! Trades! 

 

When I wrote these words, Manny Machado was still technically an Oriole. Now that you’re reading them, he’s a Dodger. With that blockbuster 

deal, the trading season has taken center stage. Teams have until 4 p.m. eastern time on July 31 to make trades without having to pass the 

players involved through waivers, and there is no contending team that wouldn’t benefit from an upgrade somewhere on its roster. 
 

What is particularly exciting about this year’s trading period is that it is not just the usual suspects in the mix for top talent. The Phillies and 

Brewers went hard after Machado. The A’s are expected to be buyers for the first time since 2014, when they made the regrettable Addison 

Russell trade with the Cubs and sent Yoenis Céspedes to the Red Sox for Jon Lester. The Braves are one of the many teams hoping to find a 

gem in the thin starting pitching market. Seattle Swapper Jerry Dipoto should be good for at least one more significant trade, if not several 

smaller ones, as well. 

 

Then, of course, there are the big boys. The Yankees, Red Sox, Astros, Cubs, Indians, and Diamondbacks will hear it from their fans if they 

don’t upgrade. The Rockies, Giants, and Cardinals are still in the mix, and the Dodgers might very well make other significant moves. 

 
That’s half the majors, and I didn’t even mention the Nationals or Angels. The Angels are an extreme longshot for this year’s playoffs, but they 

have very little to lose given their thin farm, the majors’ oldest starting lineup, the likelihood of losing Shohei Ohtani to Tommy John surgery 

after the season, and the fact that Mike Trout is only under contract for two more years. As for the Nationals, the question remains as to 

whether they should bank on healthy second halves from Stephen Strasburg, Ryan Zimmerman and Matt Wieters and go all-in during their final 

months before Bryce Harper’s free agency, or if they should cash in their considerable crop of pending free agents—including Harper, Wieters, 

Daniel Murphy, Gio Gonzalez, Jeremy Hellickson, Mark Reynolds, Matt Adams, Ryan Madson, Shawn Kelley, and, yes, the newly acquired 

Kelvin Herrera, and look to the future. 

 

The clock is ticking. Decisions need to be made, and plot twists and double-crosses are guaranteed. 

 
The Hall of Fame inductions 

 

Two days before the trading deadline, the Hall of Fame will induct six new members, the first time since 1955 that six living men will be inducted 

for their playing careers. The inductions don’t impact the drama of the season directly, but they do increase the stakes, serving as a reminder 

that, beyond single-season individual and team accomplishments, baseball provides an opportunity for a type of immortality. 

 

Consider the moment that Obi-Wan Kenobi is struck down by Darth Vader in the first “Star Wars” film. It comes well before the climax, but 

completes the story arc for that character and makes him, in Kenobi’s words, “more powerful than you can possibly imagine.” The new Hall of 

Famers will linger as force ghosts over this and every successive season, be it Jim Thome’s three-true-outcome dominance, Chipper Jones’ 

switch-hitting brilliance and central role in the Braves’ record string of division championships, Vlad Guerrero’s bad-ball wizardry and rifle arm, 
Trevor Hoffman’s end-game consistency, Alan Trammell’s underrated brilliance and 1984 World Series MVP performance, or Jack Morris’s 

game-for-the-ages, one of the great dénouements in major-league history. 

 

The Redbird Reset 

 

Nothing spikes a drama like a second-act cliffhanger, and the Cardinals pulled off a doozy just before the curtain dropped, firing manager Mike 

Matheny before the final game of the first half, leaving fans and observers with a host of questions about the direction the team will take coming 

out of the break. Bench coach Mike Shildt served as interim manager Sunday, and could very well remain in that role going forward, but it’s also 

possible the Cardinals will bring in a new manager in short order (former Cardinals catcher Joe Girardi, currently employed by the MLB 

Network, has been the subject of much speculation in that regard). 
 

The Cardinals have a mere 13.5 percent chance of making the playoffs, per Baseball Prospectus’ Playoff Odds Report. Since its pending free 

agents aren’t of much value, it wouldn’t make much sense for St. Louis to suddenly become a seller. Instead, it’ll look to join the 2003 Marlins 

and 1978 Yankees as teams that surged to championships after midseason managerial changes. That’s a long shot to be sure, but the 

Cardinals are a talented team, and, in just one game, Shildt has already shown signs of departing significantly from old-school Matheny’s old-

school approach, signaling a progressive, intellectual, and analytical managerial style that could bring the Cardinals fully into the 21st century in 

terms of strategy and player management. 

 

The Yankees’ pursuit of the single-season home-run record 

 
When the Yankees added Giancarlo Stanton, coming off a 59-homer season, to a lineup that already included Aaron Judge, coming off a 52-

homer season, the mind raced. One place mine raced to was the single-season team record for home runs, held by the 1997 Seattle Mariners. 



Those Mariners — led by Ken Griffey Jr. and Jay Buhner, who combined for 96 homers that season — hit 264 home runs. This year’s Yankees 

entered the All-Star break with 161, 20 percent more than any other team in the majors. 

 

Having played 95 games, the Yankees are on pace to hit 274 home runs, breaking the Mariners’ record easily. That pace doesn’t take into 

account the fact that Stanton, who has 23 so far, was heating up before the break and hit 33 after the break last year. Nor the fact that first 
baseman Greg Bird, who has averaged 33 homers per 162 games in his young career, is finally healthy and also heating up at the plate. Nor 

the fact that catcher Gary Sanchez, who has hit 45 homers per 162 games in his career, had a poor first half and played in just 63 of those first 

95 games but is due to return from the disabled list very soon after play resumes (if not on Friday). They might not get there exactly the way I 

expected, but, as things stand, it would be shocking to see the Yankees fall short of the record. 

 

Some of the best awards races in recent memory 

 

I have been following the races for the Baseball Writers’ Association of America awards in print since 2010, and, as things stand at the break, 

this is shaping up to be one of the best awards-race seasons of the decade. The only award that has an obvious favorite right now is the 

American League’s Rookie of the Year award, where Ohtani’s elbow injury has allowed Gleyber Torres, the only rookie to make either league’s 
All-Star team, to open up a lead. The NL rookie race remains wide open and stocked with exciting young talent such as Washington’s Juan 

Soto and Atlanta’s Ronald Acuña. 

 

The NL MVP race is once again a scrum of the league’s top performers, a situation that could see the award go to a pitcher for the second time 

in five years. The AL Cy Young race is increasingly crowded thanks to early leader Justin Verlander cooling off in June and stumbling against 

his old team just before the break. The NL Cy Young race is a dogfight between Max Scherzer and Jacob deGrom with Aaron Nola gaining 

ground on both. 

 

Then there’s the AL MVP, which features two players having seasons that could prove to be of historic significance in Trout (on pace for 11.4 

bWAR despite a recent slump) and Mookie Betts (leading the majors with a 200 OPS+), and a third, José Ramírez, who has somehow 
managed to hang with both in terms of overall value. 

 

Better pennant races than we expected 

 

This wasn’t supposed to be a terribly suspenseful season. Coming into the year, seven of last year’s playoff teams looked like sure things to 

return to the postseason. Six of those teams are in playoff positions at the break, yet the pennant races are far more compelling than expected. 

 

The Dodgers and Cubs are each tied in the wins column with the team in second place in their division, L.A. up by just a half game on the 

Diamondbacks, Chicago up by 2 1/2 on the Brewers, who lost six in a row going into the break. Meanwhile, the heavily favored Nationals are 

third in the NL East, opening up that division to the upstart Phillies and Braves, who are tied in the loss column with Philadelphia up just a half-
game on Atlanta atop the division. As those close divisional races suggest, the NL wild-card race is a scrum, with the Brewers on top by a 

game and five teams within five games of the second-place Braves (the Diamondbacks, Rockies, Cardinals, Giants and Nationals). 

 

Meanwhile, instead of the lukewarm race to the middle that was last year’s competition for the second wild-card spot in the American League, 

this year’s race is led by a Mariners team that is on a 97-win pace. However, the M’s are overachieving relative to their -1 run differential. Just 

three games behind them lurk the A’s, on a 92-win pace themselves and ready to pounce in 10 head-to-head games against Seattle in the 

second half. 

 

Then there’s the AL East, which promises a monumental battle between the age-old rivals in Boston and New York. Tied on July 1, the Red 

Sox have since opened a 4 1/2 game lead, but New York is getting Sanchez and Torres back from the disabled list in short order and has a 
much softer schedule than Boston during the second half. While the Red Sox have 17 games remaining against the Phillies, Braves, Indians 

and Astros, the Yankees have just six remaining out-of-division games against teams currently over .500, all part of a West Coast swing to face 

the A’s and Mariners in early September. Don’t be surprised if the division comes down to the final weekend of the season, when the two teams 

face off for a three-game set at Fenway Park. Also facing off that final weekend: the Braves and Phillies, Giants and Dodgers, A’s and Angels, 

and Cardinals and Cubs. 

 

Ah, they just flicked the lights. 

 

Places, everyone! 

 

The Texas Rangers most likely to be dealt (or at least discussed) as MLB trade deadline looms 

 

By Evan Grant , Staff Writer  Contact Evan Granton Twitter:@Evan_P_Grant 

 

The last time the Rangers entered into such a significant rebuild, they had one giant asset: The most desirable bat on the market with more 

than a year to go before free agency. 

This time around there is no Mark Teixeira to trade and there is a lot more to rebuild. 

Over the next two weeks leading up to the July 31 trade deadline, general manager Jon Daniels' sole goal must be to maximize trade assets to 

help accelerate a rebuild that seems like at least a two-year proposition. 

Here's a look at the Rangers most likely to be dealt--or at least discussed--from most likely to be traded to least likely (and as Daniels has said, 
nobody is really off the table; if a club makes a genuine overture about just about anybody on the roster, the Rangers would be obligated to at 

least consider the possibilities): 

Jake Diekman 



A power left-handed reliever on the cusp of free agency makes Diekman exceptionally likely to be traded. The problem is his splits against 

lefties (a slash line of .300/.451/.400/.851) doesn't stand out if a team is looking for a lefty to retire lefties. 

But look a little deeper: Since June 1, Diekman has held lefties to five hits and two walks in 22 plate appearances. 

One appearance in particular may have left a potential buyer with a very nice impression. He struck out Boston lefties Andrew Benintendi and 

Mitch Moreland and also struck out AL home run leader J.D. Martinez in a 12-pitch relief outing last week. 
The Red Sox don't have a lefty in their bullpen. There would seem to be reason to think there is a potential match. Also, don't be surprised if 

there is no deal for Diekman until the last hours before the deadline. This would not bring a major return. 

Keone Kela 

He has emerged as the closer many thought he would be when he first broke in in 2015. 

Here's the thing: Most contenders don't need closers; they need setup guys. Maybe Jose Leclerc would fit more for them, but the Rangers 

would probably rather move Kela, who has two more years of service time and, thus, is two years closer to free agency. 

Would Kela view moving to a setup role, even in a playoff race, as a demotion from closing or would he just keep on dominating? 

Cleveland and Houston, which just sent down Ken Giles, might be the exceptions who could use closers, but it's hard to see the Rangers 

dealing a guy who can be as dominant as Kela within the division and to their archrivals. 

Cleveland, which might get a chance to see him up close this weekend, makes more sense. Third baseman Nolan Jones might be a target, but 
a middle infielder might be more likely. 

Cole Hamels 

The Rangers should deal Hamels and be willing to pay a significant amount of the $15 million still owed to him in order to bring back a 

legitimate prospect. The question is whether there will be a contender willing to give up a prospect for a guy who has looked like he is in 

decline. 

Over his last nine starts, he's averaged less than six innings per outing while compiling a 5.51 ERA and allowing an .853 OPS. 

The situation is further complicated by his no-trade clause that allows him to block deals to all but nine teams; if the Rangers try to deal him to 

somebody on the no-trade list, he could try to get his $20 million option for 2019 guaranteed as incentive. 

He can't block a trade to Seattle, which has interest, or Philadelphia, where he spent a decade. He could block a deal to Oakland, which has 

creeped into the AL wild card race, and he's pitched well at the Coliseum (a 3.10 career ERA). As he tries to build a market for free agency, it 
might serve him to pitch in a pitcher's park. 

Mike Minor 

The wild card. A poor outing on the final day before the All-Star break aside, he's pitched well, probably better than Hamels. He's also under 

control for two years after this one at a very affordable rate. 

And he could be transitioned back to the bullpen into a possibly dominant lefty reliever. In fact, given that he's pitched more innings this year 

than in any full season since 2014, he might make the most impact for a contender as a reliever. 

All the teams mentioned for Diekman and Hamels might also be fits for Minor. 

Jurickson Profar 

It always seemed far-fetched that Milwaukee would take on significant salary and part with prospects for a rental such as Manny Machado, but 

the Brewers flirtation with the idea underscored they are looking for a shortstop upgrade. 
The .567 OPS Milwaukee has gotten from the position makes it the second-worst shortstop production in the majors. Profar, who is under 

control through 2020, would fit Milwaukee's attempts to capitalize on success this year and set up a longer-term window for contending. 

Would the Brewers return starter Luis Ortiz, the Rangers' first-round pick in 2014, in a deal? Perhaps not. But Marcos Diplan, whom the 

Rangers traded to the Brewers in the 2015 Yovanni Gallardo deal, might make some sense. He's 21, only recently moved to Double-A and 

might, along with Jonathan Hernandez and Edgar Arrredondo, give the Rangers a trio of nice arms at Frisco. 

Shin-Soo Choo 

There is no way to deny Choo has had a great year, but his value would only be to an AL team where he could be the primary DH. 

There is little need for that. 

The contractual obligations the Rangers still have to Choo (about $50 million) would further complicate getting a deal done. Barring one of the 

playoff contenders suffering a catastrophic injury in the next two weeks, it appears Choo stays in Texas at least through the season. 
Adrian Beltre 

It is becoming more and more clear that there is mutual interest in Beltre finishing his career with the Rangers in 2019. 

The Rangers could market Beltre's hunt for 500 homers, the all-time games played at any individual position and a farewell tour. It would be a 

nice way to close out the Globe Life Park Era. 

Maybe the only thing that could change this is Boston making a legitimate overture that would bring the Rangers a prospect and still allow for 

the 2019 reunion. The chances of this are slim. 
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